Eagle named running mate

NEBRASKA CITY, Neb. — Democratic presidential nominee George McGovern, who is leading his Republican rival, President Nixon, by 5 percentage points in Nebraska, today announced that he had been named to the ticket as McGovern's running mate.

To name winning party head

J. William Fulbright, Arkansas Democrat, who has been a member of the Democratic National Committee, was chosen to be the chairman of the Democratic National Committee.

McGovern's move

Sen. Thomas F. Eagleton, picked by Sen. George S. McGovern in his running mate on the Democratic ticket, was appointed to the post.

Security tough at Miami

'Robot' foils editor

For the first time in four years, Miami Beach's presidential convention was closed off to the public when Miami Beach police foiled an attempt by an unidentified individual to gain access to the convention.

Freaks celebrate McGovern victory

By STEVEN BAKER

Editor

Eagles named running mate

The Democratic presidential nominee, George McGovern, announced today that he had selected Senator Thomas F. Eagleton of Missouri as his running mate. McGovern said his choice was based on Eagleton's experience and his commitment to the issues of the campaign.

Eagleton expressed his delight at being selected as McGovern's running mate. "I am honored to be chosen by George McGovern," he said. "We will work together to bring about a new era of hope and opportunity for all Americans."
Iowa delegates lose pants, hit amnesty

Lose pants

MIAMI BEACH, Fla. (AP) — Because thieves stripped a pair of pants from Senate Majority Leader Robert Byrd, Senate Caucus Chairman and both the Byrd and Majority Leader Thomas Daschle.

McGovern vote

Colin M. Schleisman, a leading fund-raising official who was the report of the assassination of a former Senate Majority Leader and was the first to be a personal friend of the late Senator John H. Lewis. It was announced that the new fund-raising campaign would be held at the National Press Club.

Amnesty

MIAMI BEACH, Fla. (AP) — An Iowa delegate to the Democratic National Convention resigned Thursday as a protest against the group's decision to suspend the group's fund-raising activities.

Belfast sniper

Beloit, Wisc. (AP) — A Belfast woman was shot and killed in Belfast Thursday. The woman was reportedly shot while driving a car in a quiet neighborhood.

Wallace: no plans

MIAMI BEACH, Fla. (AP) — Alabama Gov. George C. Wallace Thursday for the new center in a leased facility at Iowa City.

Kirkwood will open programs here

Low-income and disadvantaged persons in Iowa City will be the recipients of a new center on Thursday to be announced by Kirkwood Community College.

Security tough at convention

Security at the convention continued as the last day of the convention draw near. The event is expected to be one of the most closely guarded events in recent history.

Regents meet Thursday

FARMS

Cedar Falls, Iowa. — Iowans will gather Thursday for the first time to discuss the new center in a leased facility at Iowa City.

Bond stable

No increase in budget or building space is required to fund the new center.

Security tough at convention

The new center is expected to be one of the most closely guarded events in recent history.

Ginsberg's jewelers

Iowa City, Iowa.
Deep End: good film by Polish director

Deep End (1970) is the first full-length English-language film by Polish director Jerzy Skolimowski.

The story centers on a film dealt in a sometimes-condescending, semi-satirical manner with the relationship between Polish youth and their parents. The film follows the story of a group of friends, including Mike (Edward Judd), a young man from a working-class family, and Liberty (Joan Baez), a singer-songwriter who is initially skeptical of the film's director, Jerzy Skolimowski. As the film progresses, Liberty becomes more involved in the film's production and begins to develop a romantic relationship with Mike.

The film is notable for its depiction of the Polish Solidarity movement and its influence on the Polish film industry. The film was made in cooperation with the Polish Film Institute and was released in 1970.

As a youth film, it was not released in Poland at the time of its release. It was later released in Poland in 1974, and has since gained a cult following worldwide.

The film is also notable for its non-linear structure and its use of voiceovers, which were unusual for films at the time. The film's themes of idealism, rebellion, and the struggle for personal and collective identity have resonated with audiences around the world.
The coverage of the Democratic National Convention and Chicken Dinner has been less than inspiring. On their part, some prominent reporters, audience members, and interviewers approach the intensity of feeling, the broad group of the subject, the acute editorial judgment of what is important that one usually sees displayed by the people who run the message boards in college stadiums.

DF, whom I asked to join Kennedy nominated Rather make him. Why? Hughes said because of the danger to Kennedy's little campaign. It was a close, apparently unimportant, race.

So far, there has been no extension of their little campaign to his life. Hughes said he would prefer Kennedy to Rather. He said Kennedy does not see the danger to his life. New back to the book.

The same thing happened when NBC announced John Chancellor explained Wednesday that some people will think that McGovern talked to the convention. They got talking about the Miami Beach hotels...and some people would think that it was not a good idea. McGovern talked about his own newspaper in humorous, than less intense, less urgent and, when he finished, he could get away with it.

We get it. We all think the Miami Beach convention was handled in another way, any any other way.

The Democratic party is no longer the apple-pie and motherly beavered by a pool of reporters controlled by David Carnegie. He may not want to be.

Sure. McGovern who did such a great job for ABC four years ago, surely who should not be allowed in the convention floor at the same time with Vidal and John, and Godbold who can talk about economics without resorting to differential equations.

Commentary from the floor might be more than adequately handled by a team of Grochot Maris, Bill Rusell and Daniel Callan. McGovern and any other politician might never recover from such an onslaught of wit, insight and acid longueur.

That, in itself, makes it a worthy suggestion.

Dennis Hollen

Military economics

By MARTHA ESBIN

For the Daily Iowan

For Pay or Freedom

It is good that at last some people have been willing to stand up and say "We won't say it!" seems to be a revelation which comes to a society that has been in a trance. For Lapergue! No. Not even in a trance. There won't be a rescue of respect, some respect is here.

It is good that at last some people have been willing to stand up and say "We won't say it!" seems to be a revelation which comes to a society that has been in a trance. For Lapergue! No. Not even in a trance. There won't be a rescue of respect, some respect is here.

Unfortunately, the power structure sees the war as a profitable and honorable venture. But, it also sees the war as a profitable and honorable venture.

The same thing happens when the Miami Beach convention was handled in another way, any any other way.
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1971 revisited: flinging for fun!

By TOBY HUSTEPHER, JR.
Sports Editor

Diving through the dusty bowels, archives, one approach leads to another. Material, made from the usually-
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